PROMOTION

Saleem (red tie-dye shirt) and family during a recent gathering. Not everyone was hearing as well as they wanted.

Hearing matters

I do love you. I just can’t hear you.
By Jodi N. González
Statesman Solutions staff

T

he impact of hearing
difficulties often becomes
more evident when
families and friends gather.
Ironically, these are the times
we want to hear better.
During special gatherings
and events, multiple
conversations often occur
at the same time. There is
generally a fair bit of laughter.
Children might be running
around, yelling with delight.
Music might be playing
in the background. Large
celebratory meals can bring
all these elements together.
These gatherings provide
us with the opportunity to
build strong memories and
deepen relationships, like
when you watch the Super
Bowl, celebrate a birthday
or take out a loved one for a
Valentine’s Day dinner.
Hearing problems can
create unwanted barriers.

GOLDEN HEARING RULE
To help someone hear you
better, say their name first,
then talk.
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Voices at a play or sporting
event might sound mumbled.
During a dinner, trying to
play bridge or even out on
a golf course, it might seem
as if people are talking too
fast. When you are at a work
planning session, meeting
with a client or trying to talk
with a customer, you might
mis-hear what’s being said.
Whatever the events, and
whatever the symptoms,
problems with your

hearing can affect your selfesteem and keep you from
participating fully. It is easy
to take simple steps and have
your hearing checked.
When you notice problems
with your hearing, a thorough
hearing evaluation is called
for. For well-reviewed hearing
care and hearing aid service,
consider a call to the Better
Hearing Center at 512-2824327 for a complimentary
appointment. Saleem is
their main clinician, and
his philosophy is to provide
each patient with insightful
information and care. Saleem
believes that the more you
know and understand about
your hearing, the better
decisions you will make to
hear better. Saleem and the
Better Hearing Center use
the most advanced hearing
systems and provide awardwinning service and follow-up
care. Saleem is fond of saying,
“It’s only hearing loss if you
don’t fix it.”

PROMOTION

Hearing aid from a mail-order service.

Hearing aid from a personal visit with a professional.

Hearing matters

In-person hearing care vs. online and mail orders
By Jodi N. González
Statesman Solutions staff

A

s the baby boom
generation gets older,
they demand quicker and
easier access to health care.
Subsequently, there has been
tremendous growth in healthrelated products offered
online and by mail order.
Some commodity products
like vitamins, reading glasses
and shoe inserts can be simple
enough for online or mailorder purchases. Highly
technical and customized
products like hearing aids
work much better when they
are fitted and serviced face-toface by a hearing professional.
A hearing professional
provides a much more
personalized and beneficial
experience than a website
or mail-order form. Website
hearing aid orders do not
examine your ear canals
or ear drums or clean your
ears if necessary. A hearing
aid catalog order will not
provide you with a detailed

GOLDEN HEARING RULE
Don’t say “I can’t hear you.”
Try “Repeat that a little
slower.”
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hearing test or comprehensive
auditory evaluation. An order
form is unable to provide
timely, on-site adjustments
and fitting alterations for
hearing aids. And mailorder hearing aid purchases
cannot provide personalized
fine-tuning or create custom
hearing programs.
Hearing aids are
sophisticated, customizable
devices that should be
digitally programmed to the
user’s specific needs and
requirements. Only face-to-

face appointments with a
qualified hearing professional
can accomplish all the
steps necessary to achieve
complete hearing and hearing
aid healthcare in a timely,
personalized manner.
Hearing aids sold through
mail order are overly
simplistic and require the user
to self-diagnose their hearing
and provide rough estimates
of their ear canal shape and
size. A hearing professional
works beside you with up-todate systems. Together you
personalize, customize and
maximize the improvement in
your hearing with real-time
software adjustments and
settings while the hearing aids
are linked to a computer.
For well-reviewed hearing
aid care and service, consider
a call to the Better Hearing
Center at 512-282-4327 for a
complimentary appointment.
They use the most advanced
hearing systems and provide
winning service and followup care. It’s only hearing loss
when you don’t fix it.

